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Alongside its normal legislation duties, the US Senate also passes resolutions in order to
express views on certain matters. Although they are not legally binding, these resolutions
play an important role in influencing public opinion because they reflect the position of
the Senate or the House of Representatives.

American citizens of Armenian and Greek descent attempt gain support for their negative
approaches to some issues and certain demands by passing resolutions in the Congress.
Turkey is thus forced to expend a great deal of effort in order to prevent the passing of
such resolutions.

Among these resolutions, the one that discomforts Turkey the most is the one that claims
that there was an Armenian genocide and that this must recognized by the Congress and
the American President. For the last twelve years draft resolutions of this nature have
been sent to every House of Representatives (its members are elected every two years)
and sometimes to the Senate. Two of such resolutions were adopted by commissions and
brought to the House of Representatives, but were stopped with the direct or indirect
intervention of American presidents (Bill Clinton and George W. Bush) before they could
be voted on. Members of Congress who espouse Armenian views, however, have
continued to present such draft resolutions.

The most recent resolution; the H.ReS.227 submitted to the House on May 20, 2013,
requests that the US President works toward establishing equitable, constructive, stable,
and durable relations between Turkey and Armenia; but indicates that the basis for such
relations will be for Turkey to recognize the Armenian genocide allegations and its
consequences. The resolution, which found only 50 cosponsors in the 435-member House
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of Representatives, has remained in the Foreign Affairs Committee for nearly a year now
without being put on the agenda.

Due to the fact that this resolution is unlikely to be passed in the House of
rd

Representatives, a resolution with the same topic was submitted to the Senate on the 3

of April by Head of Foreign Affairs Committee Senator Robert Menendez, a long time
espouser of Armenian views. This resolution contains statements that are more adverse
than the resolution submitted to the House of Representatives, and contain some
historical claims like that the Armenian genocide which allegedly took place between
1915 and 1923, that 1.5 million people were killed, that 500,000 people were exiled, and
that the 2500 year presence of Armenians was ended in their historical homeland.
Alongside such claims, the resolution contains more current criticisms such as that the
Turkish government had the monument in Kars representing peace with Armenia
demolished in 2011, and also that it was preventing the development of relations between
the two countries by continuing to deny the genocide.

The following points are contained in the operative part of the resolution:

"(1) to remember and observe the anniversary of the Armenian Genocide on April 24,
2014."

"(2) that the President should work toward an equitable, constructive, stable, and durable
Armenian-Turkish relationship that includes the full acknowledgment by the Government
of the Republic of Turkey of the facts about the Armenian Genocide; and"

"(3) that the President should ensure that the foreign policy of the United States reflects
appropriate understanding and sensitivity concerning issues related to human rights,
crimes against humanity, ethnic cleansing, and genocide documented in the United States
record relating to the Armenian Genocide."

Apart from the last point about American foreign policy giving more importance the issues
of genocide and crimes against humanity, the first two points are directly related to the
claims of Armenian genocide. These two points are about the upcoming April 24
commemoration ceremonies in the US, and also tie the establishment of relations
between Turkey and Armenia with Turkeys recognition of the genocide claims and its
consequences.
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Is there a possibility that his draft resolution will be passed? The fact that Robert
Menendez is the Head of the Foreign Affairs Committee makes one think that the draft
resolution has a chance of being accepted by this Committee. However, what will happen
in the general assembly of the Senate, which is the next phase, is difficult to predict.

Since the draft resolution requests the commemoration of the so-called Armenian
genocide on April 24 of this year, it is expected that the draft resolution will be voted on
within the next two weeks.
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